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Hundreds of jokes congregate in this amazing compilation of some of the greatest bad jokes and

puns there are.  Uniting several forms of terrible gag in one ceaseless, relentless volume, A Book of

Bad Jokes, Pitiful Puns, Woeful Wordplay and Ridiculous Riddles is intended to be a text every

aspiring or current bad joke teller would love in his library. Authored by known pun and bun master

Hugh Jass, this manual intends to amuse and educate its readers on the art of inventing truly awful

humor. Ample quantities of ideas and an exhaustive demonstration of the form used mean that you

can not only cringe, but create your own horrific jokes.  After introducing the book and its uses,

Hugh takes us through an enormous combination of terrible one-liners and question and answer

jokes. The conclusion of the book meanwhile is framed in riddles both ordinary and poetic in form. 

Despite the all-round abysmality of what's shown, the author is keen to point out the utility value of

the jokes. The demonstrative use of wordplay is ample, meaning readers can start to pick up and

assimilate the technique. So, after absorbing hundreds of silly gags, you may even start to invent

your own!  A superb little gift or stocking filler at Christmas, this abysmal compilation is sure to keep

you and your loved ones cringing for hours!
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Terrible. Or I should say tear-able, as in you should tear up the pages and burn them. Just simply

bad, and not even in a so-bad-its-groaningly-funny, accessibly straightforward sort of way that I was

hoping for, like puns my dad would deliver. About half are so much of a stretch that they are more of

a head scratcher - ok, in what way is this supposed to be funny? A good portion of the remaining

are so antiquated you have either never heard the words used within the last century, and/or if you

are a woman you are likely to be offended by the stereotypes used.Edit - It was not just me.

Everyone I showed it to was perplexed at this awful collection of non-jokes. I could not in good

conscience give this as a gift so I ordered another to replace it, which turned out to be exactly what I

was looking for. I recommend Dad Jokes (bad jokes and puns inspired by dads) by Jack Duncan.

This is a book that you can't put down. The puns were so bad you had to laugh in spite of how

"corny" the puns were. Birthday girl, her parents and grandparents all spent an afternoon full of

groans and giggles listening and reading to this entire book. Don't be misled: this book definitely is

NOT a book of naughty bad jokes, just groaners that make you laugh in spite of how bad the pun

was.

A funny book this - I bought it as a birthday gift for a young relative and leafed through before

wrapping it up. Said relation was laughing out loud at the silly author page and introduction, and (to

my shame) so was I.The jokes and puns inside are awful - some are simply plain bad, while others

are 'so bad they're good'. A number of them need a few seconds of thought to get, and some have

brackets to help readers understand the wordplay. The concluding parts have some riddles in, and

some of these are actually quite clever. Overall I recommend this book given the low price tag.Here

are a few examples of what's inside for the sake of giving people considering making a

purchase:"Why can a fish never be in the dark?Because of his paraffins.""What is that which never

asks questions, yet requires many answers?A door-knocker.""Why is your considering yourself

handsome like a chicken?Because itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a matter of a-pinion!"

got this as a gift for a co-worker who is always making puns. he LOVES it.

Poorly written. Almost threw it away.
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